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Renaissance, Mannerism, Baroque Architecture 
Historical Events 15C – 17C 
• Fall of Constantinople, 1453;  Ottoman Empire - eastern Europe to Vienna 
• Reconquista in Spain: expulsion of Moors 1492, Spanish Inquisition from 1478 
• Europe recovering:  famine, Black Death 1346-53, 100 Years War -1453 
• Economic growth through banking and trade--exploration East and West 
• Technological changes, new navigation techniques led to exploration 
Beg. of Age of Empires – Britain: India early 17C, Am, W Indies, S.Af; Dutch 

E.India, Jakarta1602;  Spain:  S.Am, Am 16C;  Portugal:  Brazil, Goa,16C 
- Slave trade:  African slaves to Portugal mid-15C from Gold Coast, then Brazil 

1620 
- Britain by 1650-1807, Spain, Dutch to colonies in S. America; end 1888 

• Nationalism:  from 13C – allegiance shift to kings, employment, etc. 
-  Magna Carta, 1215 – beginning of democracy in England 

• Gutenberg’s Printing Press, 1450 ; spread of knowledge, accessible  
- Protestant Reformation, Martin Luther, 1517,  95 theses;  … literacy 
- movement that most ended the Middle Ages: decline of Catholic Church 

- along with laitisation from 13C 
• Growth of universities, scientific revolution:  
▪ Copernicus 16C (astronomy), Newton 17C (physics)  

RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTURE   
Architectural periods are never neatly bounded.  While masons were working  on 
Milan Cathedral in 1420 (Nuttgens:  greatest Gothic cathedral in Italy), work was 
proceeding on the Duomo in Florence, representing a quite different attitude toward 
design.  The work in question was the dome of the Florence Cathedral by architect 
Filippo Brunelleschi. 

 Milan        1420-34, octagonal drum, domical vault, masonry triangles 
      Cupola at top for light and ventilation; developed in Renaissance 
  
Renaissance began with the merchants of Florence, who were bankers to the kings 

of Europe from 15C, whereas the Gothic style was created for the Church in 12C.  
Renaissance architecture came to dominate first Europe, then much of the world, 
for centuries, and is still found today. 

Appeared first in Italy 15C (quattro cento):  Florence, Rome and Venice 
  
    SLIDE          Many reasons for the transition to new style: 

- Gothic seemed played out after 3 centuries—no longer anything new  
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- Italy:  Banking, no longer frowned upon by the Church, began to play a central 
role in society.  Trade and banking made Florence rich by a new class of 
merchant princes— 

- the Medici, the Strozzi, the Rucellai, the Pitti—supplanted feudal nobles.  Their 
commercial empires spread throughout Europe.   

- The new men of the Renaissance. 
o Financial patronage to artists and architects:   buildings for them. 

- A new vision of human life:  humanism;  belief in perfectability of man 
o Interest in the powers and abilities of man 
o Focus on the present, not the afterlife; what man could achieve 
o Study of ancient, chiefly Roman, architecture: revival of classicism 

- Architects strove for harmony; perfectly proportioned buildings 
o based on mathematical ratios (return to Hellenistic ideals) 
o Vitruvius’:  buildings should reflect the proportions of the human figure  - 

‘building on the scale of human perfection’; classic on arch’l theory 

-  

Leonardo da Vinci, a Renaissance man: maths, art, science, anatomy, engineering 
- classical restraint is the keynote of much 15C Florentine architecture. 

Florence was the first of the three great Italian cities to foster the new style:  
Leon Battista Alberti, the towering genius, brought these ideas together in practice.  

A Renaissance man: athlete, painter, playwright, composer of music, writer.  His 
treatise On Architecture, first new architecture book to be printed. 

 Marks the beginning of the new professional history of architecture. 

Alberti’s buildings are some of the landmarks of the Renaissance.  

Santa Maria Novelli    Palazzo Rucellai  
Palazzo Rucellai was one of many Florentine palaces that became a new building 

type:   Usually uninviting facades to the street, using rough masonry on the 
lower floors (rusticated masonry),  with a cornice jutting over the top floor, 
hiding the roof.   He used different orders for different floors, like Colosseum, in 
pilasters.  Pilasters, vertical column attached to a wall, extending only slightly.  
Corinthian at ground level, Ionic in middle, and Doric above - All very carefully 
proportioned.  Slide 
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Alberti’s use of pilasters in the façade introduced a splendid new means for 
articulating a wall.  While these pilasters divide the front vertically, sensitively 
designed cornices emphasise the horizontal divisions.  The top cornice is 
probably the earliest in Florence, dentils below cornice (Greek). 

Courtyard of Palazzo Rucellai (unity)   

Another famous example:  Pitti Palace, architect unknown   museum 
 (rustication, pilasters, cornice, dentils) 

Filippo Brunelleschi’s Foundling Hospital, 1421, was another inaugural bldg of the 
Renaissance in Florence. 

- graceful arcades, plain rectangular windows above the centre of each arch, 
simple triangular pediment above windows 

pediment above windows  Courtyard, rhythm, circles 

The architect who dominated the early years of the High Renaissance in Rome was 
Donato Bramante (1444-1514).  His works are closest to Alberti’s prescription for 
pure classicism 

Tempietto, thought to be site of St Peter’s martyrdom in Rome.  

set in a courtyard  seen through an arch of a colonnade 
Its form is a drum encircled by a Doric colonnade crowned by a dome with cupola, 

trimmed with a low balustrade.  Perfect proportions, nothing could be added or 
subtracted without ruining the whole.   

Copied throughout the world.  (dome on St Peter’s Rome;  England:  Gibbs, 
Hawksmoor, Wren, St Paul’s London;  Capitol Building, Washington, DC.) 

  

St Peter’s Cathedral is, appropriately, the building which symbolises all the spiritual 
pomp and worldly power of Renaissance Rome.  Its 9 architects read like a roll-
call of High Renaissance:  Bramante, Raphael, Peruzzi, Sangallo, 
Michelango…  no training in architecture; they were artists and sculptors. 
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Great dome designed by Michelangelo, 72, who turned to architecture in old age 
(painter, sculptor, military eng). 

Dome and columns, 1547 
Scheme for St Peter’s called for a dome like Brunelleschi’s on the Duomo, 1420.  

With a sculptor’s eye for the three-dimensional, Michelangelo bypassed the 
contemporary preoccupation with proportion to open up new concepts of scale 
and space; he placed the dome on a higher drum with a steeper outline (later taken 
up by Baroque architects).   

Another Michelangelo hallmark, to be adopted by Palladio and others, was the 
creation of giant columns;  ie, columns running up through two or more storeys, 
sometimes the entire height of a façade.   

In Renaissance domestic buildings, the walls appear active (not static as in 
Romanesque), enlivened by decorative elements…  Arcades are airier and more 
open than they have been.  The graceful pilasters have the beauty of animate 
beings.  They keep to a human scale too; even very large buildings do not 
overwhelm by its sheer size.  Parapet hides the roof. 

Raphael, Vidoni Cafferelli, Rome, 1515-20 – classical Renaissance ‘house’ 

In Venice, the commanding figure is Andrea Palladio.  His buildings have the 
hallmark of elegance; he controlled the classical rules, not they him.   

‘His buildings are cool and simultaneously sparkle like a diamond.’  Worked mainly in 
Vincenza. His theories had enormous influence around the world, from Europe to 
America and Russia:  esp. 2-storey columns, neo-classical.   

La Rotonda (Villa Capra), 1565-9  Cube: All four sides identical 

With the Basilica (Palazzo della Ragione) in Vincenza, Palladio gave Europe one of 
its most popular architectural motifs, the Palladian motif, a central arched window or 
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opening flanked by a flat-topped window on each side.  Widely used for several 

centuries.  Also used in the loggia, which hides the wall here.     

Pilazzo Barbaro, 1560, Veneto region 

Church design:  San Giorgio Maggiore on the edge of Giudecca Canal, Venice; a 
unique design (tho shaped like Alberti’s S.M. Novelli façade with columns).   

now headquarters of Cini Foundation arts centre + an open air theatre 

Palladio’s book of his theories, simply called Architecture, 1570, was highly 
influential, especially in the 18C.   

MANNERISM in Italy 
Mannerism was originally a noun related to the term ‘mannered’ (artificial).   
Michelangelo’s original use of classical motifs introduces a new phase in the 

Renaissance.  The style flouts classical prescriptions.  What Mannerists did was 
really a sort of in-joke.   

 Vestibule of Laurentian Library; fake windows, etc., merely decoration 

Guilio Romano played the game, expending as much exertion on breaking the rules 
as he did on keeping them. 

When Romano dropped a few stones in the courtyard of the Palazzo del Tè, he knew 
it would not make the bldg unsafe, but he hoped it might shock visitors. 

    Palazzo del Te, Mannerist, G. Romano 
 Used in a derogatory sense –  Mannerism meant ‘unbalanced’ as opposed to 
Renaissance.  ‘The High Renaissance is full, Mannerism is meagre.’ 

Italy next moved to the Baroque. 
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RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTURE OUTSIDE ITALY 
While the Baroque style was opening up in Italy, Italian Renaissance forms were slow 

in crossing over the Alps.  Most of Europe was still preoccupied in working 
through national forms of Gothic. 

 Nationalism was one thing working against the importation of Italian ways… also, 
the Catholic temperament in the later Italian Renaissance held no attractions to 
northern Europe undergoing the Protestant Reformation 16C 

Renaissance architectural details, patterns and structures filtered north 16C-17C, first 
into France.  In Europe the style was often copied and added on quite 
incongruously to buildings still fundamentally Gothic in style. 

 

Chambord, Francois I’s chateau,1660  double spiral staircase 
It imports Renaissance symmetry, with an arcade along the ground floor, and 

horizontal rows of windows above, equal in size and spacing, creating vertical 
stripes up the façade, with only an intermediate pilaster, … 

But far from melting away behind a parapet, however, the roof is dotted with dormer 
windows, with Gothic corner turrets, but also Renaissance detail in the gables.   

Would any Italian skyline ever permit such a mix of shapes?  It is medieval and very 
French.  A double spiral staircase, a feature of 17th century Baroque. 

Francois I was an important patron of Renaissance forms.  12C Palace of 
Fontainbleau, was modified in 1528-49.  (Not the roof) 

Chateau de Louvre located on the right bank of the River Seine, a medieval fortress 
converted by Charles V in 14C and modernised by Francois I into the Renaissance 
style from 1546. 

The Louvre today, IM Pei pyramid 

https://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http%253A%252F%252Ftwistedsifter.files.wordpress.com%252F2013%252F02%252Fchateau-de-chambord-loir-et-cher-france.jpg%253Fw%253D800%2526h%253D597&imgrefurl=http%253A%252F%252Ftwistedsifter.com%252F2013%252F02%252Fchateau-de-chambord-france%252F&docid=ETlXrQ-qfgo2NM&tbnid=xl6pj_r8SmfeSM%253A&vet=10ahUKEwjB0uDitLbbAhULwbwKHd_iCIMQMwhpKBMwEw..i&w=800&h=597&bih=918&biw=1280&q=chambord%2520chateau&ved=0ahUKEwjB0uDitLbbAhULwbwKHd_iCIMQMwhpKBMwEw&iact=mrc&uact=8
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By the 17C,  architectural pattern-books were produced in abundance in Italy, and 
frequently used in Europe.  So the Renaissance effect was often only skin-deep.  
Didn’t help that the patterns in books were in two dimensions. 

  
Luckily, the story at this point is brightened by the odd original.  Elias Holl, City 

Architect of Augsburg, came back from Venice with a taste for Mannerism.   
Designed the Town Hall, 1515-20. 
Augsburg compared itself to Florence, as a cultural and financial capital 16C. 

2 ornaments on gable of Town Hall:  Imperial Eagle; pine cone, the symbol of Augsburg; 
towers not Renaissance 

His contemporary, Jacob van Campen built Amsterdam Town Hall, 1648-65, 
sufficiently grave and classical, but again roofed. 

Renaissance with Gothic roof and domed copula 

The same conflict shown between an undiscriminating adoption of motifs and a 
serious attempt to build in the classical idiom is Spain’s Escorial Palace. 

King Philip appointed Juan Bautista architect-royal in 1559, and together they 
designed El Escorial as a monument to Spain's role as a centre of the Christian 
world.  Bautista had spent the greater part of his career in Rome, where he had 
worked on the basilica of St. Peter's.  King Philip lived a monklike existence here 
for many years, which can be seen in the interior rooms.  All Spanish kings since 
Philip are buried here.  

 

Countries in Eastern Europe such as Hungary, Russia, Poland, Bohemia and Austria 
took earlier than others to the Renaissance style.  As with the Gothic, it resulted 
from the movements of master masons around Europe. 

In Poland and Hungary Florentine architects were hired by their monarchs to rebuild 
castles in the Renaissance style in the early 16C.  In Prague the Belvedere  
Castle, an addition to Prague’s dark medieval palace, was designed by Paolo della 
Stella from 1534 as a garden pavilion for the king’s wife. 
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lower level like Brunelleschi’s Foundling Hospital 

In Moscow, Italian architect Alevisio Novi built the cathedral of St. Michael the 
Archangel, 1505-9, incorporating Renaissance symmetry and detail but retaining 
a traditional Russo-Byzantine plan. (Expands the notion of Renaissance style) 

 

In more bourgeois parts of Europe, where prosperous middle-class housing was 
springing up, a smaller palace design was demanded of architects  (little demand 
for churches by the 16C).   

Holland produced outstanding examples of small Renaissance palaces, neat and 
compact which yet retain dignity and elegance.  Mauritshuis in The 
Hague,1633-5, by Jacob van Campen, contains symmetrical rooms about a 
central stairway.  Palladio inspired, with giant pilasters outside.   

 Now an art gallery.   

17C Holland was the place for the mature creation of Renaissance town housing on a 
large scale.  Houses along canals, such as the Prinsengracht in Amsterdam, are 
tall and narrow, but not symmetrical.  The narrow frontage tells us there are few 
rooms per floor.  Unlike the English, the Dutch, constrained by the canals, retained 
into the 20C the steep narrow enclosed flights of stairs of the Middle Ages;  also 
large windows:  furniture had to be hauled into upstairs rooms on ropes.  Varied 
skylines another feature. 

Vernacular, not architect designed 
The Prinsengracht was the street for gentlemen, but many humbler streets are equally 

charming, with their rising and dipping skylines of curved gables. 
 Later, characteristic stepped gables, exported to Scotland, South Africa. 
  
  (Renaissance in UK a century later than in Italy.) 

https://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=https%253A%252F%252Fupload.wikimedia.org%252Fwikipedia%252Fcommons%252F5%252F5e%252FLetohr%2525C3%2525A1dek_kr%2525C3%2525A1lovny_Anny_by_Crazyspeak_%2525282%252529.jpg&imgrefurl=https%253A%252F%252Fcommons.wikimedia.org%252Fwiki%252FFile%253ALetohr%2525C3%2525A1dek_kr%2525C3%2525A1lovny_Anny_by_Crazyspeak_(2).jpg&docid=tVQiSBoumbAVgM&tbnid=LYeI-3WVWY-IZM%253A&vet=10ahUKEwjVxru807bbAhUM5rwKHU-_CBQQMwhoKCswKw..i&w=3249&h=1713&bih=918&biw=1280&q=belvedere%2520castle%2520prague&ved=0ahUKEwjVxru807bbAhUM5rwKHU-_CBQQMwhoKCswKw&iact=mrc&uact=8
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English Tudor houses (second half of the 16C) also went in for marvellous skylines: 
twisted, chevroned, clustered and single chimney stacks: turrets, crenellations and 
Dutch gables abounded and persisted.  On a grand scale is  

Burghley House in Lincolnshire, built for Elizabeth I’s longtime adviser and 
Treasurer, Sir Robert Cecil. Its garden was designed by Capability Brown.    

The Elizabethan house at Longleat in Wiltshire also set the tone for that distinctive 
type of bldg: striped vertically down its wide frontage with slightly projecting bay 
windows. It incorporated new techniques in glass-making (a country that needed 
light); clear glass brought to England from Venetian glass-blowers in 16C.   

Windows got larger and larger in 16C - 18C.   

 

Hardwick Hall, Derbeyshire, 1590-97--more glass than wall (forward looking) 

 

One of the most prominent English architects of this period was Inigo Jones 
(1573-1652).  Studied in Italy, was appointed English Royal Surveyor on return. 
Among his great works are the Queen’s House at Greenwich, Whitehall Palace, 
London, and Wilton House in Wiltshire.  In all 3 he used the cube shape of 
Palladian architecture. 

   Queen’s House, 1616-35, has two wings of 3 cubes each, connected by a bridge 
that straddled a main road. 

 
The Banqueting House, Whitehall, is the grandest survivor of its genre, and the only 
remaining component of the Palace of Whitehall in London.  It was the first London 
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structure to be completed in the neo-classical style, which was to transform English 
architecture  

 Designed by Inigo Jones in 1622, now a museum 

Jones designed the Italianate arcaded city square, a model for London town planning.   
His design for Lincoln’s Inn Fields, the largest public square in London, was laid out 
in the 1630s by a speculative builder and contractor, "the first in a long series of 
entrepreneurs who took a hand in developing London" (Sir Nikolaus Pevsner). 

 Lindsay House, No. 59-60, built 1640. 

Jones also designed houses at Covent Garden on land seized by King Henry VIII.   
Covent Garden was later converted to a fruit and vegetable market and includes the 
Royal Opera House.  Market now gone, replaced by restaurants and fashion shops. 

A characteristic of the Tudor era was the half-timbered wooden house.   
 Lord Leicester’s Hospital, Warwick.  (Not a Renaissance look) 

                                                                         
Bay windows and sharply jutting bays called oriel windows became popular.   

Knole House in West Kent, the largest house in England, shows what money could 
buy, especially if you are the Queen’s cousin. It sits on 1,000 acres of park, complete 
with a deer park.    Begun in late Elizabethan era, with major additions into the next 
century.  It was inherited by Vita Sackville-West, whose book Knole and the 
Sackvilles is still read.  Vita famous for her liaison with Virginia Woolf.  I recommend 
a visit, with Nat Trust card. 
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BAROQUE ARCHITECTURE    SLIDE 
By the beginning of the 17C a new generation of Roman architects felt a growing 

dissatisfaction with the strict, rational ordering of the elements of Renaissance 
architecture. They abandoned the antique forms and threw themselves into an 
architecture that overspilled all established boundaries and conventions.  These 
founders of the Baroque style were sculptors. 

 -  They introduced a drama of shapes and space into their buildings, 
creating structures that were effusive, exuberant, theatrical 

• Baroque originally meant odd, especially odd of shape;  
• The oval is the shape of the Baroque 

Elaborate staircases were a feature of Baroque, no longer hidden away   
spiral 

- The exuberant Baroque style originally appealed to Catholic countries:  Italy, 
Spain, Austria, Hungary and Catholic Germany.  Popes and Cardinals were 
enthusiastic patrons.  France came in at the end of the story and never really 
adopted the style. 

Baroque architects deserted symmetry and equilibrium to experiment with new and 
vigorous massing. 

The static forms of the square and the circle gave way to shapes that swirl and move:  
in S-curves (ogee), in undulating facades and plans based on ovals.   

While Renaissance buildings were simple structurally, Baroque structures were very 
complex.  Many Baroque architects were engineers, who could create complicated 
walls.  Neuman and Guarini were mathematicians, Wren was reckoned a scientific 
genius.  

The Baroque style started with the sculptor Gian Lorenzo Bernini in Rome.   
In 1652 Bernini used the oval across the width of the Jesuit church of Sant’Andrea al 
Quirinale, known as the ‘oval Pantheon’. 

Bernini the ‘greatest sculptor of the Baroque’.  oval interior 

Bernini opened the Baroque in the Vatican with fanfare from where Michelangelo had 
left off, first in his ornate canopy over the tomb of St Peter directly under the dome.  
He was a florid sculptor, (sculptures with flowing garments) and extended his flowing 
forms into buildings.  
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Another breakaway feature of the Baroque was an extreme form of theatricality, 

which involved creating an illusion.   
Bernini makes it clear he is staging a plan in the Ecstasy of St Theresa in Santa Maria 

della Vittoria in Rome. 

 backdrop like rays of the sun on her stigmata  

Bernini’s Colonnade around the piazza at St Peter’s, 1656-71, is another tribute to 
him, and an oval.  It suggests the embracing, protective arms of Mother Church, 
wrapped round the faithful in the piazza. 

 

Baroque architects delighted in getting effects with flights of stairs.   Bernini’s Scalia 
Regia is in an irregularly shaped tunnel in the Vatican, which connects the Palace 
to the Basilica. His sculptures adorn the passage. 

Scalia Regia, 1663-66 

Francesco Borromini, another great Roman sculptor and mason, 1599-1667, used 
complex, tortuous forms. It is his juggling with shapes that is so fascinating.   He 
was considered deranged, committed suicide.  

Borromini’s first church, San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, Rome, 1638, built in a 
small space.  In it he twisted the four quadrants of a basically oval plan inwards to 
give undulating walls, and then used semicircular arches above the cornice to 
bring the walls back to the oval, from which springs the coffered dome. 

 oval at top      Undulating walls  Coffered dome 

Space now seems hollowed out by the hand of a sculptor; the walls are moulded as if 
made of wax or clay. 
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Cannot leave Rome without a view of the Trevi Fountain first designed by Pietro 
Bracci, 1629, the most famous Baroque fountain in the world, where stone is 
carved to resemble spray and spouting water. 

completed 1762 by Giuseppi Pannini; backdrop Palazzo Poli  
(central portion of the palazzo was demolished to provide room for the fountain) 

Beyond Rome, Baroque became the architecture of Catholics and the Counter-
Revolution:  Southern Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland.  Protestants in North. 
Early Baroque architects in Germany were brothers Cosmos and Egid Asam of 
Munich.  In the Baroque tradition, Cosmos was a painter and decorator, his brother 
Egid a sculptor (not architects).  Egid decided to build a little private church that 
adjoined his house, St John Nepomuk, in Munich, given confidence by Borromini to 
build on a small site. However, protests from the local citizenry forced them to open it 
to the public. 

 

A large Baroque monument is the Palace at Wurzburg by Balthazar Neumann, et al.   

 

Main staircase 
The staircase with flowing patterns of balustrades sweeps up toward a ceiling on 

which the 4 continents are depicted, in a riot of violin bows, whirling cloaks, 
feathered head-dresses… 

  Materials are also transmuted in these illusions: wood is carved and painted to 
look like cloth, rays lit by yellow light. 
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Baroque architects developed their free-ranging experiments in structure by 
demolishing boundaries between architecture, sculpture and painting, eg in  the 
painted ceilings which open up the roof to heaven in the  Zimmermann bros’ 
Pilgrimage Church at Steinhausen, Il Gesu. 

 ‘The most beautiful church in Bavaria’ (southwest Germany, Catholic) 

Dominick Z arch     Ceiling portraits, Johann Baptiste Zimmerman 
 …Sculpture creates the fiction of a roof opening to heaven. 

Another superlative siting is that of the Benedictine Monastery at Melk, Lower 
Austria, above the Danube, by Jacob Prandtauer, 1702-14. 

         Interior Painted ceiling 

Czechoslovakia.  One of most original architects of his day Fischer von Erlach, 
1656-1723, designed Schloss Frain.  A great oval structure, towering above river 
Thaya, decorated with frescoes.  Derived from Roman Baroque. 

   Hall 
Baroque architects loved dramatic settings. 

 Spain also took to the Baroque, enriching their former Gothic architecture.  
 The pilgrimage Cathedral de Compostela had a makeover in 1738 to create its 

ornate baroque façade, including a baroque staircase leading to the portal. 

 

The Gothic Cathedral of Toledo is all baroque in its interior. 

  El transparente, Virgin with child  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Stift_Melk_church_dsc01494.jpg
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In Portugal, grand baroque staircases were added to buildings on hills; the Bom Jesus 
do Monte, 1784-1811, at Braga, is most elaborate: 

Stations of the Cross, Baroque sculptures, lead to Church 
Unlike the other countries where the Baroque flourished, Britain was Protestant.  Here 
are some British variations on the style:  

St Paul’s Cathedral by Sir Christopher Wren, built after the Great Fire of 1666 (last 
plague 1665).  Its high dome, set around with cool, closely-spaced slim columns, 
suggests the Renaissance.  (Wren was a Renaissance man, having excelled in a 
variety of academic endeavours.)   

But his swirling façade replaces transepts, and the front bulges between two towers,  
reminiscent of Borromini’s work.  Similar touches in interior, with Baroque 
massing, but essentially Gothic. 

      façade   Nave not oval 

If there is temptation to assign Wren to an earlier age, no question of this with Sir 
John Vanbrugh.  Baroque massing and the stirring panache of his soaring, vertical 
pillars, windows and turrets above the lake on Blenham Palace, Oxfordshire, 
1705-24 and at Castle Howard, Yorkshire, have the unquestioned theatrical hallmark 

of the Baroque. Blenham 
A reward to 1st Duke of Marlborough for military achievements; Blenham is the 
birthplace of Winston Churchill; garden later by Capability Brown. 

Castle Howard, Yorkshire: used in Brideshead Revisited  
The crowning dome, staircase, coronets, cherubs, urns and ciphers, in Baroque  

The third great English Baroque architect was James Gibbs, 1682-1754, who suffered 
professionally through being a Catholic and a Tory.   

St Martin-in-the-Fields, London, 1720-26, one of the most influential churches of 
the 18C for its combination of a steeple rising above a temple portico, imitated in 
GB and USA.  Houses the Academy of St Martin in the Fields, Trafalgar Square; 
classical concerts. 
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Baroque interior 

Gibbs turned to country-house design after being dismissed by the Whigs as Surveyor, 
worked mostly for Tory peers and squires.  His last major public building was the 
Radcliffe Library, 1737-48, at Oxford.  Great dome has16 sides, wrapped round with 
a colonnade of paired Corinthian columns: a profile reminiscent of Michelangelo.  
Eclectic but also original 

 

Finish with the Poznań Town Hall in western Poland, rebuilt after a fire in the 
Mannerist style, with an ornate loggia (gallery), by Giovanni Battista di Quadro in 
mid-16C.   Destroyed again in the war, and the upper Renaissance style was restored 
in the northern German style (lantern and towers). 
A tourist attraction is a clock tower with mechanical goats who emerge to butt heads at 
noon each day.  Symbolic of Germany and Russia, who vied for Poland? 
A frustrated country . 

  Mechanical fighting goats emerge at noon 

SUMMARY:  The Renaissance reignited classical reason and enlightenment.  Its 
architects strove for harmony, perfectly proportioned buildings 

o based on mathematical ratios (return to Hellenistic ideals) 
o classical restraint, new concepts of scale and space,  
o focus on interiors; Roman arches, roofs hidden by pediment 

Palladian:  based on the cube, two-storey columns, symmetrical 
Mannerism:  in-joke:  forms on buildings with no function 
Baroque:  1600-1760, adopted particularly in Catholic countries; architecture of 
sculptors:  drama of shapes and space, exuberant;  

- the oval is the shape of the Baroque; characteristic elaborate staircases 
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NEXT WEEK:  ROCOCCO AND NEO-CLASSICAL ARCHITECTURE


